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Exploring Thailand





Explore To search into or travelling in 

for the purpose of discovery. 

การค้นหา/การท่องเที่ยวเพื่อจุดประสงค์ในการค้นพบสิ่งใหม่ ๆ

การส ารวจ



Jane likes travelling.

She explores the world through travelling.

ส ารวจโลกผ่านการท่องเที่ยว



Shout It Out!



Beach



Mountain



Cave



Island



Waterfall



Temple



Museum





Peter: Where do you sometimes go on weekends?

Kate: I sometimes go to the beach with my family.



Do you want to go to the beach? 

Read and choose the correct option.

Yes, I do.

Yes, I want to go to the beach.



Do you want to go to the mountains? 

Read and choose the correct option.

No, I don’t.

No, I don’t want to go to the mountains.



Instructions: Read the conversation between 
Kate and Jim then answer the questions.

ใบงานที่ 1
เรื่อง I want to go to 

the beach.

Kate and her family has planned for a one 
day trip to the beach on the weekend. 



Kate: Hi, Jim. My family is going to go to the 

beach tomorrow. My brother, Ken, he wants 

to go to the beach. Would you like to go 
with us?

Jim: Oh, that sounds interesting! That’s just 

what I was thinking. 
I want to play volleyball on the beach.

Kate: Wow! I agree with you. Kim and Ken 
will play it together!



Jim: Yes. Kim likes playing volleyball. She 

always practices with her team 
at the gym. Then where are you going? 

Kate: I’m going to buy some food, drinks 
and snacks at the supermarket.

Jim: Do you mind if I come with you? 

Kate: I don’t mind, Jim Let’s go!



1) Where does Kate’s family want to go?

___________________________________

Instructions: Read the conversation between Kate and 
Jim then answer the questions.

2) What do Kate and Jim plan to do 

for the weekend?

___________________________________

Kate’s family wants to go to the beach.

They plan to play the volleyball at the 

beach together.



3) Does Kim buy some food and drinks?

___________________________________

Instructions: Read the conversation between Kate and 
Jim then answer the questions.

4) Is Kim good at volleyball? Why?

___________________________________

No, she doesn’t, but Kate does it.

Yes, she is good at volleyball.

Because she always practices it.



Instructions: Think about a place you want to go there. Then write about the 

activities you can do at there. 

Make notes to help you under these headings. 

ใบงานที่ 2
เรื่อง I want to go to 

……

Where is the place?

Who do you go with?

What things do you prepare?
Why do you want to go there?



ใ

Wrap Up



Present Simple Tense

S + V1 (s, es)



Present Simple Tense



Present Simple Tense



บทเรียนครั้งต่อไป


